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INTRODUCTION 
 

This booklet is a compilation of the lay reports submitted by student participants in the 

School of Medicine and Health Sciences, University of Otago, Wellington 2010/2011 

Summer Studentship Programme.  This year 37 students and over 40 supervisors took on 

the task of a ten-week research project. 

 

The main objective of the Summer Studentship programme is to give undergraduate 

medical and science students their first introduction to research and it is a very important 

opportunity to encourage and foster future NZ researchers. This year, students and staff of 

the School of Medicine and Health Sciences, University of Otago, Wellington and CCDHB 

Haematology Department participated in the programme. Eligibility for the studentship is 

open to any undergraduate student at a NZ tertiary academic institution. 

 

We are grateful to the many students, supervisors and host departments who have worked 

together to achieve this cross-institution alliance. 

 

The programme relies heavily on the generosity of external organisations that contribute a 

$4,000 educational grant for each student. We are grateful for the generous donations from: 

 

The Health Research Council of New Zealand 

The Surgical Research Trust 

The GW Finch Estate 

Wellington Medical Research Foundation (Inc.) 

The Medical Research Institute of New Zealand 

The Asthma & Respiratory Foundation of NZ (Inc.) 

University of Otago Research Committee 

University of Otago Matched Funding Summer Scholarship 

Maurice & Phyllis Paykel Trust 

The National Heart Foundation of New Zealand 

The Cancer Society – Wellington Division (Inc) 

The Cancer Foundation of New Zealand – Wellington Division (Inc) 

Sanofi Aventis 

Lynda Park 

The Post-Graduate Office, University of Otago Wellington 

phil&teds 

Occupational and Aviation Department, University of Otago, Wellington 

The Child Health Research Foundation – “Cure Kids” 

NEUROLOGY TRUST, Capital and Coast District Health Board 

Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Otago Wellington 

Departments of Pathology and Molecular Medicine & Surgery and Anaesthesia, 

University of Otago, Wellington 
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SUMMER STUDENTSHIP FINALISTS 
 

The Wellington Medical Research Foundation & the School of Medicine and Health 

Sciences, University of Otago, Wellington generously funded the Summer Studentship 

Prize, with contributions of $500 from WMRF and $500 from the University of Otago. 

 

The written reports were all evaluated to produce a list of the four best reports. 

 

The four finalist students were: 

 Alyousif Yousif 

 Ashley Eastwood 

 Cissy Li  

 Kelly Paton 

 
(Left to Right) Cissy Li, Ashley Eastwood, Kelly Paton and Alyousif Yousif  

 

Alyousif Yousif was judged first place winner.  Ashley Eastwood, Cissy Li, Kelly Paton 

were all judged as Equal Runner-Up. 

 

We would like to thank Dr. Kristie Carter (Department of Public Health) and Dr. Peter 

Larsen (Department of Surgery & Anaesthesia) for undertaking the difficult task of 

assessing the final reports.  Thanks also to Prof. Pete Ellis (Department of Psychological 

Medicine) for judging the oral presentations. These reports are a small reflection of the 

enormous amount of work and commitment put into the projects by students, staff, 

departments and sponsors. 

 

We hope that you will enjoy reading them and we look forward to your support of the 

2011/2012 Programme. 
 

Research Office 

School of Medicine and Health Sciences 

University of Otago, Wellington 

PO Box 7343 

Wellington 6023 

New Zealand 
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CONTACT DETAILS 
 

 

Tina Uiese, Research Administrator  Christine Groves, Research Advisor 

Research Office, Room C34    Research Office, Room C34 

University of Otago, Wellington   University of Otago, Wellington 

Tel: 04 918 6552     Tel: 04 918 6855   Mob: 021 279 5541  

 

Email: tina.uiese@otago.ac.nz   Email:  christine.groves@otago.ac.nz 

Office hours – 08:30 – 13:30 [Mon to Fri]  Office hours – 08:15 – 15:15 [Mon to Fri]

mailto:tina.uiese@otago.ac.nz
mailto:christine.groves@otago.ac.nz
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Wellington Medical Research Foundation & School 
of Medicine & Health Sciences, University of Otago 
 

Summer Studentship – First Prize Winner 
 

 

Alyousif Yousif 
 

Angina of the Brain 

(An Audit of the TIA Clinic) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supervised by: Dr. Tom Thomson 

    

Sponsor:  The Wellington Medical Research Foundation (Inc) 

 

 

Transient ischaemic attack (TIA) is stroke symptoms and signs that resolve within 24 

hours. The risk of developing a stroke within 7 days following a TIA is about 10%. The 

majority of strokes that follow a TIA, cause disability or death. Early treatment can decrease 

the stroke risk by 80%. Since half of these strokes occur within two days, delay in assessing 

and/or treating patients with TIA, could result in a missed opportunity to prevent stroke. 

 

The current New Zealand National Guidelines for managing TIAs recommeds that TIA 

patients at high risk to be admitted to the hospital while low risk patients could be 

managed in the community by their GP and referred to a specialist within 7 days. We did 

an audit for all the “low risk” patients referred to  the Hutt Hospital for possible TIA in 

2009. 

 

This audit found unacceptable delays for patients to be seen at the clinic. There were also 

delays in receiving head and ultrasound scans, as well as having fasting blood tests done.  

 

The challenge with such patients is to minimise delays in specialist assessment, including 

investigations, and ensure that treatment is appropriate, and to provide this care within the 

available resources constraints. To achieve this, changes to the current system need to be 

implemented. For example, greater availability of the stroke specialist by phone or a daily 

specialist nurse led clinics, both of which have been shown to improve patient 

management. 
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Summer Studentship – Joint Runner-Up 
 

Ashley Eastwood 
 

USE AND MISUSE OF PARACETAMOL IN 

CHILDREN AGED 0-5 IN NEW ZEALAND 

 

 

 

 
 

Supervised by: Professor Richard Beasley  

   Dr. Sally Eyers 

 

Sponsor:  The Medical Research Institute of New Zealand 

 

 

Paracetamol is the most frequently taken pharmaceutical by children worldwide.  

 

In New Zealand Paracetamol (Panadol™, Paracare™ or Pamol™) is a very commonly used 

medication in children to lower fever and lessen pain.  

 

The objective of our study is to quantify the use of paracetamol in children age 0 to 5 years 

in the community, and to determine whether indications for use and dosing practises are 

appropriate. Our hypothesis was that there is overuse of paracetamol in the community 

whereby it is being used for inappropriate indications and at doses higher than 

recommended.  

 

The surveys were conducted at medical centers around the Wellington region. The survey 

involved the researcher asking parents/caregivers about how much paracetamol they give 

to their child and for what reasons. Questions were also asked about parents’ 

understanding of fever and its management.  

 

The results of the study showed that parents are giving their children paracetamol too often 

and for indications for which paracetamol is not recommended. A frequent example was 

giving paracetamol for temperatures that were not high enough to warrant medication. All 

paediatric formulations of paracetamol available in New Zealand contain inadequate 

dosing instructions. This makes misdosing a serious risk. 

  

These results highlight the degree of real and potential misuse of paracetamol in our 

community, both as a result of poor labelling and a lack of parental knowledge of correct 

dosing procedures. We recommend a review of the safety of dosing instructions on 

paediatric paracetamol formulations and call for paediatric paracetamol to be made a 

restricted medicine. 
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Summer Studentship – Joint Runner-Up 
 

Cissy Li 
 

Does suicide research have implications for the 

health and well-being of the researchers 

involved? 

 

 

 
 

Supervised by: Sarah McKenzie 

   Professor Sunny Collings 

 

Sponsor:  University of Otago Matched Funding Summer Scholarship 

 

 

Research into suicide can be considered an emotive topic. When approving a study, ethics 

committees often tend to focus on the impact of such research on the participants (who are 

generally at risk of suicide) rather than the impact of such research on the researchers 

themselves. Even less attention has been given to the impacts of looking at secondary 

sources of suicide and self-harm data on researchers.  

 

In this study eight research assistants (RAs) and eight clinicians involved in the Multi 

Intervention Suicide Prevention (MISP) study, located in eight district health boards across 

New Zealand, were interviewed. Recordings of these were analysed to find common 

themes and ideas about the effects of working within suicide prevention. Results showed 

that RAs developed a skewed perception of health services, and society. Both RAs and 

clinicians became more knowledgeable about and aware of suicide and self-harm in the 

community. All participants had developed personal coping mechanisms which included 

emotional distancing and knowing where they personally stood in relation to suicide.  

 

Furthermore, it was found that a positive perception of their role as researchers, as well as 

previous experience in health services mitigated some of the stressors of their work. In 

future suicide prevention studies, we recommend that researchers work in pairs, and that 

strong support networks between colleagues are set up before commencement of the 

research.  

 

Furthermore, this study emphasised the need for researchers to be clear about their own 

views and feelings on suicide and self-harm before embarking on such projects. 
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Summer Studentship – Joint Runner-Up 
 

Kelly Paton 
 

ROLE OF LANGERIN+ CD8a+ DCs ON 

SERUM CYTOKINES AND MACROPHAGE 

ACTIVATION AFTER 

MYCOBACTERIAL(BCG) CHALLENGE 

 

 

 

Supervised by: Dr. Joanna Kirman 

 

Sponsor:  The Wellington Medical Research Foundation (Inc) 

 

 

Tuberculosis is a leading cause of death and disease worldwide. With around one third of 

the world’s population infected and two million killed every year, there is a need for better 

control of the disease. Currently there is a vaccine, bacillus Calmette Guerin (BCG); 

however, it does not offer reliable protection.  

 

To develop a more successful vaccine, it is important to understand the immune response. 

The current project focuses on dendritic cells. These cells are specialised to present bacterial 

antigens to immune cells, causing an immune response. A specific subset of dendritic cells, 

the langerin+CD8+ dendritic cells were depleted to test the differences in the chemicals 

released and the further immune cells activated during a BCG infection. Activation of the 

immune cells called macrophages causes release of nitric oxide which kills bacteria. No 

differences were detected in the immune chemicals released or macrophage activation state 

after BCG infection when the langerin+CD8+ dendritic cells were depleted.  However, 

preliminary results indicate that the langerin+CD8+ dendritic cells can influence level of 

nitric oxide release by macrophages. 
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Summer Studentship – Other Reports 
 

Daphne Cohen 
 

BENCHMARKING MEDICATIONS IN THE 

LAST 24 HRS OF LIFE 

 

 
 

Supervised by: Dr. Brian Ensor 

   Dr. Lynn McBain 

 

Sponsor:  The Cancer Society, 

Wellington Division (Inc) 

 

 

Care of dying patients is important, but ethical considerations mean that research is 

difficult and we know little about how to best care for the dying. Benchmarking is a process 

of systematically comparing organisations in order to establish what is considered normal 

practice. This study looked at patterns of use of opioids and sedatives in dying patient from 

13 hospices across NZ using the principles of benchmarking.  

 

The number of patients receiving these medications in their last 24 hours of life was 

recorded, as well as what dose they received and how it was administered. Data on patient 

characteristics (age, gender, diagnosis, place of death and use of the Liverpool Care 

Pathway: LCP) were also collected and then analysed.  

 

The results showed that a high proportion of dying patients received both opioids and 

sedatives. Morphine was the most prescribed opioid, but hospices varied in what opioids 

they used. Doses also differed by place of death, diagnosis and use of the LCP. Midazolam 

and levomepromazine were the two most common sedatives used, with a lot less variation 

in sedative choice between hospices. Doses didn’t differ for any of the variables. For both 

opioids and sedatives there was significant variation in doses between hospices. 

 

To complete the benchmarking, these results will be given back to the hospices so they can 

reflect on their own practices and understand them in a national context. With this 

information they can improve the quality of patient care and provide continuing 

professional development for their staff. 
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Summer Studentship – Other Reports 
 

Andrew Griffiths 
 

Prospective Assessment of Toxicity and Quality 

of Life in 16 Patients Treated With Hdr Prostate 

Brachytherapy and External Beam Radiotherapy 
 

 

 
 

Supervised by: Dr. John Violet 

 

Sponsor:  The Cancer Foundation of New Zealand,  

Wellington Division (Inc) 

 

 

Prostate brachytherapy is a form of radiation therapy that involves inserting radioactive 

sources directly into the prostate and can be performed using either low dose rate 

permanent seed implants or high-dose-rate temporary implants. An advantage of either 

form of brachytherapy over external beam radiation (EBRT) techniques is that they allow 

delivery of a high radiation dose from within the prostate, whilst rapid dose fall-off beyond 

the prostate leads to minimal irradiation of the surrounding normal tissues and therefore 

less toxicity. High dose brachytherapy (HDR) used as a boost to external beam radiation 

allows the dose to be escalated while sparing normal tissues more effectively from the 

radiation, and has shown to improve clinical results while maintaining low levels of 

toxicity. 

 

This report is an audit of a new HDR boost service implemented at the blood and cancer 

unit at Wellington hospital, which treated patients with intermediate to high-risk prostate 

cancer. The results of our present report showed that rates of acute and late toxicity were 

low and acceptable and comparable to other studies. Quality of life as defined by cancer 

specific questionnaires was largely unaffected by treatment. In this report we also 

correlated toxicity to pre-treatment and treatment factors such as age, prostate size and 

dosage received. As the bladder sits directly on top of the prostate, it receives some of the 

radiation dose and we found that increased bladder dose was related to increased urinary 

system toxicity. Bladder planning dose constraints are not currently used in the planning 

protocol and reducing the bladder dose would involve reducing the dose to the prostate 

base and could increase relapse rates. We have recommended that further study was 

needed to determine the impact of bladder dose on urine toxicity and relapse rates 

following therapy.  
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Summer Studentship – Other Reports 
 

Andreea Mogos 
 

The Prevalence of preventable disease presenting 

to a metropolitan Emergency Department 
 

 

 

 
 

Supervised by: Dr. Paul Quigley 

 

Sponsor:  The Wellington Medical Research Foundation 

 

 

Emergency Departments (EDs) across NZ are struggling to meet patient demands. 

Individuals attending EDs have to wait a long time before they can be seen by a medical 

professional and receive treatment. The administration of treatments is often in 

unacceptable environments like hospital corridors. These problems lead to the patient 

feeling frustrated, undignified and neglected and to longer stays in the hospital, worsening 

of symptoms and even death. 

 

The New Zealand Minister of Health has acknowledged these issues and is determined to 

find solutions. Currently, there are a number of programmes that are trying to improve 

staffing, management and resources. However, these solutions follow the well-known 

method of “putting an ambulance at the end of a cliff” .A different way of approaching this 

problem would be to prevent the initial presentation.  

  

We have looked through the Emergency Department Information System (EDIS) to find the 

number of presentations that could be prevented if the patients would have been advised 

and supported in terms of their weight, smoking and consumption of alcohol. The results of 

the study revealed that nearly half of the presentations to the ED and approximately half of 

the admissions to the hospital via the ED are linked to obesity, smoking and alcohol. We 

also find out basic information regarding these patients (age and sex) in order to obtain a 

general idea of who these patients are. These are very promising findings because of the 

opportunity of addressing the issue of ED over-crowding from a public health angle.  
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Summer Studentship – Other Reports 
 

Rachael Cowie 
 

Landlords Preparedness to Rent to People with 

Disabilities: the Tenants Perspective 
 

 
Supervised by: Ms Marie O’Sullivan 

 

Sponsor:  University of Otago Matched Funding Summer Scholarship 

 

 

This study examined the availability and suitability of rental housing in Wellington for 

people with disabilities and the extent to which private landlords, and their representatives, 

might be considered to regard health and disability factors as important in providing rental 

accommodation.  

 

Text and photos from rental advertisements on New Zealand Classifieds website, TradeMe 

(www.trademe.co.nz) were analysed to assess if adequate information was provided for 

potential tenants to be able to judge the accessibility of the house for those with, in 

particular, mobility difficulties. Advertisements were also analysed for mentions of heating, 

insulation and accessibility to public transport and other local facilities.  

 

Many houses had accessible kitchens and could be entered from at least one entryway. 

However few houses (6 percent) satisfied multiple accessibility criteria which would make 

them suitable for people with disabilities to live independently and participate in their local 

community. Few rental advertisements (22 percent) mentioned a heating source, like a heat-

pump, as coming with the property. More expensive property advertisements were more 

likely to mention both heating and insulation. Very few houses (3 percent) were presented 

as ‘Healthy homes’, that is as having heating and insulation installed and being near public 

transport.   

 

These findings suggest people with disabilities may struggle to identify suitable 

prospective properties from advertisements and that landlords generally do not see these 

features as important. 

 

http://www.trademe.co.nz/
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Summer Studentship – Other Reports 
 

Sue Hui Ong 
 

IMMUNOTHERAPY FOR ALLERGIES IN 

CHILDREN – CAN WE PREDICT SUCCESS BY 

MEASURING EXHALED NITRIC OXIDE 

LEVELS OR BY OTHER PARAMENTERS?  

 

Supervised by: Dr. Thorsten Stanley 

 

Sponsor:  The Asthma & Respiratory Foundation of NZ (Inc.) 

 

 

Immunotherapy is a treatment given to severely allergic people by injecting tiny doses of 

what they are allergic to (allergens) so they will become less sensitive. We looked at the use 

of measuring exhaled nitric oxide (eNO, a gas produced in the lungs) as a predictor of 

whether treatment would be successful. There has not been a reliable measurement so far 

that can help predict whether treatment will be a success. We looked at patient notes from 

the children’s allergy clinic and made a database of all the patients who had ever had 

immunotherapy. We were interested in those who had 3 measurements of eNO, with one 

reading from before they started treatment. We also looked at children who had been skin 

prick tested (SPT), to see if we could use SPT as another measurement of success. All the 

eligible children needed to have an assessment of whether their treatment had been 

successful or not. 

 

In the 12 children with sufficient eNO measurements, we found that even if their treatment 

was successful, their eNO readings did not show a clear increase or decrease. We expected 

to see a decrease as eNO is a marker of allergy, so if you are becoming less sensitive to 

allergens your marker of sensitivity should decrease. In the 15 children with SPT results, we 

saw a small decrease in their responses to allergen. 

 

Our study has shown that eNO does not reflect successful treatment in patients while the 

role of SPT remains unclear. 
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Summer Studentship – Other Reports 
 

Lachlan Kennedy Davis 
 

Why clinicians didn’t want to try the Ultra 

Brief Intervention for mental health problems 
 

 
Supervised by: Professor Sunny Collings 

 

Sponsor:  University of Otago Matched Funding Summer Scholarship 

 

 

This study was aimed at finding out why the doctors and nurses who were trained in the 

use of a therapy for common low grade mental illness did not actually use the treatment. 24 

clinicians treated only one patient or less, and of these 17 were interviewed about what 

stopped them from utilising it. Responses were summarised according to the following 

general themes which emerged from transcripts: finding suitable patients, changing 

clinicians practices, time issues, workload, issues with the training program, the response of 

patients, and the cultural component of the intervention. Finding patients and changing 

practices were the most significant obstacles for clinicians in using the intervention, with 

the other factors only compounding the first two problems. It was concluded that the 

intervention needed to be given a looser structure which clinicians can adapt according to 

their and their patients needs. It was also concluded that there needed to be a reiteration of 

the training after a certain amount of time had passed as many clinicians lost confidence in 

using the intervention because they had not been able to actually use it and so began to lose 

the stills they initially acquired.  
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Summer Studentship – Other Reports 
 

Jeremy Yap 
 

The Empathy project: one year 

postgraduate follow up on Brief 

intervention and empathy skills 
 

  
 

Supervised by: Dr. Peter Gallagher 

   Dr. Helen Moriarty 

   Dr. Mark Huthwaite 

 

Sponsor:  University of Otago Matched Funding Summer Scholarship 

 

 

Portrayal of empathy by doctors is important in their clinical practice as it builds a proper 

doctor-patient relationship and may improve the outcomes for the patient. In the case of 

brief interventions (BI) – a brief consultation technique used to change bad health 

behaviours such as smoking and alcoholism, empathy is especially important. 

 

In 2010, a new workshop was introduced to 5th year medical students at UOW that aimed to 

increase their empathy as part of a long term study concerning teaching of empathy. These 

students that received this new teaching scored higher on tests measuring empathy than 5th 

year students of 2009 who did not have this workshop. The 2009 5th year has now 

graduated to become first year house surgeons (PGY1s). This is a pilot study that will test a 

method for studying house surgeons’ use of their teaching in medical school, find out about 

their use of brief intervention and also measure empathy. 

 

House surgeons at a single DHB were sent a questionnaire to complete. The questionnaire 

asked house surgeons about their use of BI and empathy and included the same test used to 

measure empathy in the on-going long term empathy study. 

 

We found that empathy scores among house surgeons were lower than the 5th year students 

in 2009. Few (29%) said they regularly use brief intervention. These and other results will be 

used to assist in a planned larger follow up of empathy of 2010 5th year students. 
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Summer Studentship – Other Reports 
 

Sylvia Kwang 
 

VTE THROMBOPROPHYLAXIS IN 

SURGICAL SPECIALTIES 
 

 
Supervised by: Dr. Julia Phillips 

 

Sponsor:  Sanofi Aventis 

 

 

A venous thromboembolism (VTE) occurs when a blood clot forms in a vein (usually in the 

leg) or when part of a blood clot formed in a vein breaks off and is carried along the vein. 

This piece can be transported to the heart and then lodge in the lungs, obstructing blood 

flow, becoming a potentially fatal pulmonary embolism (PE). 

 

Patients are at a greater risk of VTE after surgery but there are drugs and other methods 

available (thromboprophylaxis) to prevent VTE. As it has been shown that 

thromboprophylaxis usage around the world is low we wanted to review usage at 

Wellington Hospital. 

 

The results from 176 patients show that Wellington Hospital has a similar low rate of 

correct thromboprophylaxis usage. No difference in correct usage was found between 

general surgery and orthopaedic surgery. Only general surgery improved from 2010 to 

2011, after awareness of VTE was raised, mostly due to a reduction in incorrect usage. The 

majority of correct usage was given to patients who were at low risk of VTE and therefore 

required minimal thromboprophylaxis. When stronger thromboprophylaxis was required, 

there were often errors in what should be given, dosage, and when and how long it should 

be given. 

 

This study precedes the implementation of VTE guidelines and another study should be 

done to assess any effect this has. 
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Summer Studentship – Other Reports 
 

Helen Miller 
 

SUBJECTIVE SLEEP PROBLEMS IN ACUTE 

PSYCHIATRIC ILLNESS (TOS AND TURN 

STUDY) 

 

 

 

Supervised by: Dr. Sarah Romans 

   Dr. Mark Huthwaite 

 

Sponsor:  The Wellington Medical Research Foundation (Inc) 

 

 

Sleep is an important aspect of human well-being but its role in psychiatric illness (PI) is 

poorly understood.  This study aimed to evaluate the frequency of sleep problems in a 

group of persons with PI receiving active treatment, and learn these patients’ attitudes to 

pharmacological and non-pharmacological practises to manage their sleep problems.  In 

addition, this study aimed to assess the attitudes and beliefs held by patients with PI as to 

causes and corrections for the sleep problems they experience. 

 

We interviewed 100 patients from one in-patient site and two community mental health 

clinics in the Wellington region.  The results were that four out of five participants reported 

one or more sleep complaints, for which most of these patients were being prescribed a 

hypnosedative.  Most participants believed they were taking a hypnosedative or medication 

with secondary hypnosedative effect; almost all felt their medication was effective.  The 

majority of participants knew of non-pharmacological strategies (i.e. meditation, hot drinks, 

routines) to help sleep and two-thirds were willing to try these instead of medication.  

Despite this knowledge, less than half the group were actively using these strategies.  

Participants did show strong agreement with certain beliefs about sleep (needing 8 hours 

sleep; insomnia interferes with daytime functioning; mood disturbance is due to insomnia), 

while also showing varied responses with respect to beliefs concerning correction of their 

sleeping problems, their capabilities of managing the consequences of poor sleep and the 

role of medication as a solution to sleeplessness. 
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Summer Studentship – Other Reports 
 

Lauren Brown 
 

EXPLORING HOW HOUSE SURGEONS USE 

EVIDENCE-BASED RESOURCES 

 

 

 
Supervised by: Dr. Helen Moriarty 

   Donna Tietjens 

 

Sponsor:  University of Otago Research Committee 

 

 

Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) is a crucial component of clinical decision making by 

doctors. It involves identifying a clinical question, searching the medical literature, finding 

answers from the literature and applying them to a particular patient. It can be a 

challenging process to teach medical students. This project aimed to explore the use of EBM 

by junior doctors in order to better inform undergraduate EBM teaching practices at the 

University of Otago, Wellington. We developed a survey which all house surgeons in the 

Wellington region were invited to complete. We found that house surgeons have an 

extremely positive attitude towards EBM. When seeking answers to clinical questions the 

sources they most commonly use are senior colleagues and electronic resources. Google and 

UpToDate are the most utilised electronic resources. The main barriers to the practice of 

EBM that were identified were a lack of time and that it takes a low priority compared to 

other tasks. Participants felt their undergraduate programme had prepared them well for 

the practice of EBM but felt the sources of information they were taught were not 

particularly relevant to the ones they use as house surgeons. Since house surgeons use the 

information sources and formal EBM skills they were taught infrequently it shows that 

undergraduate EBM teaching must be altered to increase its relevance to house surgeons in 

order to better prepare them for the effective practice of EBM in the workplace. 
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Summer Studentship – Other Reports 
 

Monika Steinmetz  
 

Team based midwifery care: consumer 

satisfaction with a service embedded in 

primary care 

 

 
Supervised by: Dr. Sue Pullon 

   Dr. Ben Gray 

 

Sponsor:  University of Otago Matched Funding Summer Scholarship 

 

 

Newtown Union Health Service (NUHS) provides quality primary care to people with 

complex social backgrounds and includes a midwifery team embedded within the service.  

The midwives work in a collaborative service with other primary health professionals 

whilst remaining autonomous lead maternity carers (LMCs).  This model of care is unusual 

in the New Zealand maternity context, which is organised differently from many 

international systems.  In this study we compared the model of care at NUHS to 

international models.  Obstetric outcomes including breastfeeding and immunisation rates 

at NUHS compare to New Zealand figures and indicate the service provides safe care.  

Team-based midwifery care within a primary care service like the one at NUHS has 

potential to provide seamless comprehensive primary care for women and their babies.  

This is especially the case for women with complex social backgrounds who are likely to 

require a higher level of care. It is important to gauge women’s satisfaction with such a 

service.  We looked at existing consumer feedback forms from 2006 – 2010, which are 

routinely given to women after they discharge from midwifery care.  From the 

questionnaires received, feedback showed that women rated the service positively.  The 

design of the questionnaire was greatly improved as a result of this study.  The revised 

questionnaire can be used for further audit and research at NUHS. 
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Lydia Siew 
 

AUDIT OF VENOUS THROMBOEMBOLISM 

PROPHYLAXIS IN OBSTETRICS AND 

MEDICINE 
 

 
Supervised by: Dr. Julia Phillips 

 

Sponsor:  Sanofi Aventis 

 

 

Venous thromboembolism (VTE) a multi-faceted cardiovascular disease consisting of deep 

vein thrombosis (blood clots in the legs) and pulmonary embolism (blockage of the lung 

arteries by a clot) remains a leading cause of death and disability among patients admitted 

to hospital. This problem has long been recognised but prevention guidelines are widely 

ignored. This project aims to assess how well VTE risk assessment and prevention is done 

for patients admitted under the general medicine and obstetrics services at the Capital and 

Coast District Health Board. The impact of circulation of hospital guidelines on VTE to all 

hospital staff in November 2010 will also be assessed.  

 

The case notes of 200 inpatients were reviewed, 100 each for obstetrics and general 

medicine admissions in January 2010 and 2011 looking at VTE risk assessment and 

prevention. No risk assessment was documented for any of the medical patients and only 

2% of the obstetrics patients were correctly assessed. The use of preventative treatment was 

low; overall 102 patients (56%) received treatment taking into account their risk of clotting 

and risk of side effects to the treatment. Rates were similar for both specialties and were 

particularly poor among patients with the highest risk of VTE. Of the 97 patients identified 

as being at high or moderate risk of VTE during their admission, 20 (20.6%) received 

appropriate prevention. There were no significant changes in rates of preventive treatment 

between 2010 and 2011. 

 

There is room for improvement of VTE risk assessment and thromboprophylaxis of 

hospitalised patients. 
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Rachel Hunter 
 

An Audit of Multiple Myeloma in the 

Wellington Region 1986-2010 
  

Supervised by: Dr. Hubertus Buyck 

 

Sponsor:  The Cancer Foundation of New Zealand,  

Wellington Division (Inc) 

 

 

Multiple Myeloma is the third most common haematological malignancy in New Zealand. 

The cause of Multiple Myeloma is unknown, but it has been proposed that the number of 

cases has been increasing. At the same time many new treatments have been developed for 

the treatment of Myeloma over the past 20 years. These treatments have increased the 

survival rates of Myeloma patients in clinical trials. The aims of this project were to 

determine if myeloma incidence was increasing over time and what impact new treatments 

had on patient survival in the Wellington service. 

 

It was found that the number of cases diagnosed in Wellington has been increasing over 

time. However the incidence rates of Myeloma did not increase significantly. The increase 

in new cases may be a reflection of the aging population, as Myeloma is more common in 

the elderly.  It was also found that patients’ survival times were increasing over time. The 

factor that influenced survival the most was the age of the patient at diagnosis. Patients 

who were diagnosed younger were likely to live for longer after diagnosis than older 

patients. This may have something to do with the improvements of treatment options 

available for patients under 65 years of age.  Autologous stem cell transplant, a treatment 

reserved for fit patients under 65 was associated with a significant improvement in overall 

survival. 
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Jack Pullman 
 

Patient Delays in Seeking Medical Care in 

Acute Coronary Syndromes 

 

 
Supervised by: Associate Professor Peter Larsen 

 

Sponsor:  The Surgical Research Trust and The GW Finch Estate 

 

 

Fast treatment for patients with Acute Coronary Syndromes (heart attacks and unstable 

angina) is critical to prevent permanent heart damage and stop death.  We interviewed 100 

patients on the cardiac ward to see how fast they were getting to hospital and to investigate 

the reasons why they delayed or not.  We found that patients took a median time of 90 

minutes to contact a health professional, 2hours 25minutes to see a health professional, and 

3hours 50minutes to get to hospital. This is despite the recommendation being to get 

treatment within an hour of symptoms starting.  The biggest reason patients gave for 

delaying was that they thought their symptoms weren’t heart related.  We also found that 

the fastest route to hospital was to contact the ambulance first, something which only 43 

percent of patients did even though it is the recommended option.   Patients who didn’t use 

the ambulance mostly said that they didn’t think their symptoms were bad enough.  We 

found patients that first rang their GP were the slowest to reach hospital. Women decided 

to get help faster than men, and those who thought it was their heart from the beginning 

acted faster than those who didn’t, but we found no difference in delay time for patients 

with past relevant history compared to those who hadn’t. We concluded that patients were 

not getting to hospital fast enough when experienceing acute coronary syndromes, and that 

this was likely to increase the rate of death from this disease. We suggest that intense, 

focussed education is needed, of both patients and GPs, about the symptoms of coronary 

disease and when to use the ambulance to get to hospital.  
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Lisa Johnston 
 

Platelet Reactivity in Patients with Acute 

Coronary Syndromes 
 

 
Supervised by: Associate Professor Peter Larsen 

   Dr. Scott Harding 

 

Sponsor:  The Surgical Research Trust and The GW Finch Estate 

 

 

In New Zealand there are approximately 500 people admitted to hospital every week 

suffering a heart attack. When patients are having a heart attack we routinely treat them 

with 2 drugs designed to stop the blood clotting, a process that is mediated by platelets. 

These drugs are called aspirin and clopidogrel. One of the problems with these drugs is that 

different patients respond to them in different ways. We wanted to determine how many 

patients did not have their platelets sufficient affected by these drugs. We found that in 28% 

of patients the drugs were not having the desired level of effectiveness, and that this was 

related to the dose of the drugs given to them, and that there was a trend to this being a 

larger problem in Maori and Pacific Island patients. In the group of patients were these 

drugs were not working we tried a new agent called prasugrel, and it appeared to work far 

better at controlling the blood clotting process. The results of this study demonstrate that 

routinely checking the effectiveness of the drugs we give patients when they are having a 

heart attack is important, given than in more than a quarter they are not working 

adequately, and this may be more common in Maori and Pacific Islanders, possibly 

contributing to the higher rate of death from heart attacks in these patient populations. 
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Manar Al-Salami 
 

What do Patients think of the Extended-

Paramedic Model of Emergency Care in Kapiti 

District? 
 

 

 

Supervised by: Dr. Andrew Swain 

 

Sponsor:  Wellington Medical Research Foundation 

 

 

Introduction: A patient satisfaction survey was undertaken in the Kapiti District of the 

Wellington Region to ascertain patients’ experience and views of New Zealand’s first 

extended care paramedic (ECP) service before consideration is given to extending this 

service to other locations. 

 

Method: 100 patients, 50 attended by ECP’s and 50 by standard (EAS) paramedics were 

interviewed by an independent assessor, either in person or by phone according to patient 

preference.  The questionnaire was aimed at comparing the experience of both groups of 

patients, subdividing them into those treated at home and those transferred to the 

emergency department.  

 

Results: Patients were very satisfied with their experience of both groups of paramedics but 

expressed a clear desire to be treated at home if possible. 

 

Discussion: Avoidance of transfer to hospital for patients who do not need it is beneficial to 

patients, the ambulance service and the emergency department.  This study now shows that 

patients are very satisfied with their assessment and treatment by extended care 

paramedics, further endorsing the proposal that similar schemes should be extended across 

the Wellington Region, and indeed New Zealand.  
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Annie Silvester 
 

Potential effect of climate change on 

cryptosporidiosis and giardiasis notifications in 

2040 and the adaptive effect of improving water 

supply quality 
 

 

 

Supervised by: Simon Hales 

 

Sponsor:  University of Otago Matched Funding Summer Scholarship 

 

 

This study investigated the potential effect of climate change on diarrhoeal disease in New 

Zealand for the 2040s. The diarrhoeal diseases looked at were cryptosporidiosis and 

giardiasis, both of which are common in New Zealand. The relationship between these 

diseases and climate variables (average rainfall and average maximum temperature) was 

established by modelling existing data for each census area unit (CAUs are comparable 

portions of the New Zealand map). Climate data for the 2040s was then substituted in to see 

how much diarrhoeal diseases would be expected in 2040. 

 

The results showed that cryptosporidiosis would decrease and giardiasis would increase by 

2040. When future population changes were accounted for, both diseases were shown to 

increase. 

 

Part of this study was spent investigating the association between water supply quality and 

the two diarrhoeal diseases. It was projected that if all of New Zealand had the best quality 

water supply, there would be less of these diarrhoeal diseases. Furthermore, if all of New 

Zealand had the best quality water supply in 2040 then even more diarrhoeal disease would 

be prevented. Because funding for water upgrades is limited, this paper suggested the most 

good could be achieved by upgrading rural water supplies. Rural areas had higher 

incidences of both diseases and also have comparatively poorer water supply quality. 

 

This study was based on one of many climate projection models. A future study could 

explore the difference in projected diarrhoeal rates between the models. 
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Anantha Narayanan 
 

Medical Screening of New Zealand Police 

Returning From Overseas Deployments:        

A retrospective review 
 

 

Supervised by: Dr. Jenny Visser 

 

Sponsor:  The Wellington Medical Research Foundation (Inc) 

 

 

The New Zealand Police (NZP) deploys staff to areas including Afghanistan, the Solomon 

Islands, and Timor L’Este. Personnel undergo many medical examinations and blood tests 

prior to, and after their deployment. This study aims to measure the risk of becoming 

positive for five infectious diseases (Dengue Fever, HIV, Hepatitis C Virus, Strongyloides 

stercoralis (threadworm) and Tuberculosis) to officers and staff on the job overseas. 

 

There have been 744 deployments between 2004 and 2010. Data was collected and analysed 

in December 2010. 

 

In 28 cases out of 602 deployments, exposure to dengue fever was recorded representing 

4.91% of deployments. This occurred at a rate of 8.57/1000 person-months deployed (pmd).  

There were no recorded cases of Hepatitis C either pre-deployment or post-deployment. 

There was one case of HIV conversion out of 731 deployments. No staff were HIV positive 

pre-deployment.  

 

Since December 2007, there have been 346 post-deployment tests for the presence of 

strongyloides markers in the blood. Of these, 18 were equivocal, and 21 were positive. 

Combined, this was a proportion of 11.3% at a rate of 16.7/1000pmd. 

 

Out of 607 officers, the percentage of a positive tuberculosis test before their deployment 

was 10.38%. A positive change for tuberculosis after the deployment occurred in 10 cases 

out of 569 deployments. This gives a proportion of 1.76% of deployments at a rate of 2.92 

cases per 1000pmd. 

 

Dengue Fever is a risk especially to those deployed in East Timor and re-infection can 

increase the risk of serious complications. Infection with S. stercoralis is a very real risk to 

deployed personnel, and screening is vital as a weakened immune system can lead to the  
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sometimes fatal widespread disease in those with a chronic infection. M. tuberculosis poses a 

moderate risk to NZP personnel; however the true frequency and risk of a latent infection 

have not been well defined. HIV and HCV are diseases with low occupational risk to 

deployed staff.  

 

This study certainly justifies the ongoing screening of NZP personnel, and opens the door 

for research of deployed police forces from around the world to address a number of health 

concerns. 
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Xiao-Wen Yu 
 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SCA-1 AND 

BREAST CANCER STEM CELLS 
 

 

 
Supervised by: Melanie McConnell 

   Malaghan Institute of Medical Research 

 

Sponsor:  The New Zealand Cancer Society,  

Wellington Division (Inc) 

 

 

A small population of cancer cells are thought to be responsible for the initiation of tumour 

growth, metastasis to other organs, and resistance to chemotherapy. There has been great 

interest in finding ways to identify these ‘cancer stem cells’. This could lead to therapies 

which can act specifically on these highly aggressive cancer cells. 

 

Recently, the protein stem cell antigen 1 (Sca-1) has been proposed as a marker of breast 

cancer stem cells. This project investigated the relationship between Sca-1 and stem-ness in 

the 4T1 mouse breast cancer cell line. 

 

We grew 4T1 cells as tumours in mouse mammary fat pad (breast), then quantified the 

number of metastatic cells in the lungs of mice with tumours. 4T1 cells with high Sca-1 did 

not have faster tumour growth or higher metastasis compared to cells without Sca-1. 

However, the Sca-1 positive cells did have slightly higher breast cancer stem cell markers, 

and Sca-1 was high in chemotherapy-resistant cells. 

 

Our results indicate that Sca-1 may be a marker for breast cancer stem cells; however, it 

marks a population which is not CD44+/CD24lo positive, and does not have enhanced 

tumourigenesis or metastasis. 
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Caitlyn O’Fallon 
 

Hyperlinked suicide: further use of a novel 

method to investigate aspects of suicide-

related websites 
 

 

Supervised by: Professor Sunny Collings 

 

Sponsor:  The Health Research Council of New Zealand 

 

 

This study set out to investigate sites that may be reached by suicidal individuals who look 

to the internet for support. This is an important topic as the internet becomes an important 

part of daily life as a key source for information, advice and social support. We used new 

web-based technology called VOSON to create and analyse a database of websites that 

might be reached within a few clicks of a Google search on suicide. We found that there is a 

great variety of websites that may be reached by suicidal people. Most of the sites in the 

network were support sites. There were sites on many topics, for example depression, 

psychosis and alcohol use. Many of the sites, and especially New Zealand sites, were aimed 

towards young people. New Zealand sites tended to be isolated from the other sites in the 

network. The internet has a lot of potential as a resource for suicidal people, but more 

research and site development is needed so that it can fulfill that potential. 
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Benjamin Slim 
 

“Just another skill set?”                            

Completing a PhD as a clinician 
 

 
Supervised by: Professor Sunny Collings 

   Karen Johnson 

 

Sponsor:  The Post-Graduate Office, 

University of Otago Wellington   

 

 

To maintain standards of medical education and research in NZ, there is considerable 

demand for clinician-researchers, i.e. people with experience in both research and practical 

medicine. To gain employment as teachers and researchers in medical schools, and access to 

research funding, it is now almost a requirement to have a PhD. Clinically qualified doctors 

who attempt a PhD are rare, and little is known about them and their specific situation. This 

study aimed to find out more about people in this situation, their motivations for pursuing 

a PhD and a career in research, the types of support they use, the benefits they receive from 

the PhD, and what difficulties they face. People who fitted the study requirement of being a 

practicing doctor and attempting a PhD were approached by email and were interviewed 

using a free form list of questions that both enabled us to get the information we needed 

and allowed the participant to have their own say on topics they thought were important. 

We found that clinicians attempting PhDs had unique difficulties that may not faced by 

other PhD students. This was generally because of their current job as a clinician or because 

they had timing issues due to having a family and so on. Prior education concerning 

research was also found to be poor. Despite our relatively small sample, we have found 

indicators that some change is needed in order to ease the process for this particular group 

and encourage others to follow this career path.           
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Elizabeth Curtis 
 

A PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN PROTEOMIC 

RESEARCH OF COLORECTAL CANCER 
 

 
Supervised by: Professor Richard Stubbs 

   Dr. Sonal Sawhney 

 

Sponsor:  The Surgical Research Trust and Lynda Park 

 

 

Currently proteomic research is an exciting field in the discovery of novel biomarkers of 

disease and may identify potential new and highly specific drug targets for diseases such as 

cancer. During the summer studentship I undertook a practical experience in research at 

Wakefield Biomedical Research Unit gaining skills used in the proteomic research into 

colorectal cancer.  

 

One of the current issues with proteomic research is that it relies on tissue samples that 

have been frozen fresh and stored at very cold temperatures which is expensive and there is 

a minimal number of these samples. We investigated the difference in proteins extracted 

from preserved tissues (of which there are large stores in hospitals around the world) and 

from fresh-frozen tissue. We were able to extract protein from preserved tissue samples 

which was comparable to proteins extracted from fresh-frozen tissue; this indicates that in 

the future, preserved tissue could be a valuable resource for proteomic research.  

 

Previous research conducted in this laboratory has identified a protein, RUVBL1, which has 

a higher level in cancerous tissue when compared to normal colon tissue. I investigated the 

role of this protein in aiding cell growth and found that up to a certain level it promoted cell 

growth, after which it became toxic. I also found that there is a greater amount of this 

protein present when the cells are dividing at a faster rate, giving hope that it is a potential 

new biomarker for colorectal cancer which is more specific than CEA, the biomarker used 

presently.  
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Sophie-Ann Chin 
 

QUALITY OF LIFE AFTER REPAIR OF 

CONGENITAL ANORECTAL ANOMALIES 
 

 
Supervised by: Professor Kevin Pringle 

 

Sponsor:  The Surgical Research Trust  and  phil&teds 

 

 

Hirschsprung’s Disease and Imperforate Anus are genetic anorectal malformations which 

occur in about 1 in 5000 people. These are normally picked up just after birth, and require 

surgical correction. Children with these conditions have been operated on at Wellington 

Hospital for a number of years, but had not previously been followed up to look at their 

quality of life. We followed up around 102 children who had a definitive repair surgery 

from 1988 to 2010. 

 

The 22 people who responded either had very few or many problems. Problems included 

faecal incontinence, constipation, and taking time to defecate. These issues caused 

embarrassment in public and social situations such as sleepovers and school camps. Some 

had problems at school, with children being teased about smelling and taking a long time to 

defecate. However, some noted that their problems were better now than previously. 

 

2 children had Down’s Syndrome and Hirschsprung’s Disease. These children had 

colostomy bags and their parents noted problems with leakage and smell. 5 children had 

surgery to establish a portal for an Antegrade Continence Enema (ACE), a procedure that 

allows enemas to be delivered at the start of the colon. Most reported that this procedure 

improved their quality of life. 

 

These findings suggest that patients do either very well or very poorly after surgery, 

although problems may get better over time and ACE procedures can help improve quality 

of life. This information may be useful for parents who have children with these conditions. 

This research will be continued during 2011 in an attempt to increase the number of people 

who respond and get a better overall picture of how these children are doing. 
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Isla Wignall 
 

Validation of the New Zealand Cardiac surgery 

prioritisation tool for valve surgery 
 

 

 
Supervised by: Dr. Alexander Sasse 

   Dr. Barry Mahon 

   Associate Professor Peter Larsen 

 

Sponsor:  The National Heart Foundation of New Zealand 

 

 

The Cardiac prioritisation score has potential to help heart specialists decide which patients 

require valve surgery more urgently. This study aims to assess how well the CPS can 

prevent Major Adverse heart related events (MACE) while patients are waiting for their 

surgery. We looked at when patients experienced MACE while waiting for valve repair 

surgery to determine whether or not the CPS tool would help reduce the adverse events. 

  

We examined the health records of 137 patients that required valve surgery at Wellington 

regional hospital between July 1st 2007 and July 29th 2008. For each patient we determined a 

recommended time to surgery on the basis of the CPS tool. We found that most of the 

patients (76.6%) had their surgery outside the recommended timeframe. In total, 7 patients 

were recorded as having MACE while on the waiting list. In 4 cases these adverse events 

happened outside the recommended time frame for surgery, suggesting that use of the CPS 

tool would have reduced adverse events by more than half. However, three patients still 

experienced adverse events within the timeframe for surgery indicated by the CPS tool,  

indicating that this tool would not prevent all adverse events on the waiting list. . 

 

These results suggests that while the CPS tool may be useful, it will not completely solve 

the problem of adverse caridac events occuring while patients wait for their operations.  
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Judith Peacey 
 

SLEEP MEDICATIONS IN ACUTE 

PSYCHIATRIC ILLNESS: PATIENTS 

KNOWLEDGE AND PRESCRIPTION 

PATTERNS (TOS AND TURN STUDY) 
 

 

 

Supervised by: Dr. Sarah Romans 

   Dr. Mark Huthwaite 

 

Sponsor:  The Health Research Council of New Zealand 

 

 

Insomnia is common among patients with mental illness, for which they are commonly 

prescribed sleep medication (hypnosedatives). This study investigated prescribing patterns 

of hypnosedatives to patients with acute mental illness; the degree of knowledge these 

patients have about such medication; their perceived effects; and their desire to continue 

taking their medication. We interviewed 100 Wellington patients with acute mental illness. 

We used a structured questionnaire asking about their sleep quality, sleep medication, 

alternative treatments they knew for sleep, and their attitudes toward sleep and sleep 

medication. 

 

Of those interviewed, 74% were prescribed a hypnosedative. The two most common were 

both sometimes prescribed against recommendations: zopiclone – a sleep medication – is 

only recommended for use up to four weeks, but some patients reported using it for over a 

year; and quetiapine – an antipsychotic approved for treatment of schizophrenia and 

bipolar disorder – which had been prescribed “off-label”, probably for insomnia in patients 

without these approved diagnoses. 

 

A lot of patients did not have much knowledge of their medications, especially in 

remembering medication names, and knowing if they have a hypnosedative effect. When 

asked about the efficacy of their hypnosedative medication, almost all (88%) felt they were 

at least somewhat effective, but 54% wanted to discontinue their medication. 

 

This study suggests that patients with mental illness are sometimes prescribed 

hypnosedative medication inappropriately, and that some patients do not have much 

knowledge about their medication. It also suggests that alternatives – either other 

medication or non-pharmacological treatments – should be explored for assisting sleep. 
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Jane Oliver 
 

EPIDEMICS OF PAPERS ABOUT 

PANDEMICS 
 

 

 
Supervised by: Associate Professor Michael Baker 

 

Sponsor:  The Maurice & Phyllis Paykel Trust 

 

 

This study investigated three ideas using pandemic data from WHO (World Health 

Organisation) databases and publication data obtained from the Medline database. We 

investigated whether there was a discrepancy between the quantity of publications on 

infectious diseases and the burden of disease. We investigated whether the majority of 

these publications were published after the pandemic began. We also investigated whether 

time lags between the pandemic beginning and the majority of papers published were 

decreasing over time.  We analysed the sensitivity and specificity of focussed and not-

focussed MeSH (Medical Subject Heading) search strategies on Medline which enabled us 

to comment on their usefulness. 

 

We found that the quantity of publications on Medline was poorly related to disease 

burden. Most papers were indeed published after the pandemic began, and the time taken 

to produce the maximal quantity of publications in a single year was decreasing. The 

usefulness of focussed MeSH searches was found to be ineffective when a sensitive search 

was required, but was highly specific for the area of interest. Most MeSH searches were 

adequately sensitive and highly specific. A combination of keywords provides the best 

search for finding that maximal number of relevant papers on Medline. Our results indicate 

that the world is increasingly aware of pandemic threats and research on this is carried out 

with increasing promptness. Since the 1990s, there has been a significant rise in research on 

infectious organisms which caused pandemics – both past and present.  
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Elizabeth Barnett 
 

COPPER LEVELS IN DOMESTIC WATER 

SUPPLIES IN WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND 

AT THE POINT OF USE 
 

  
Supervised by: Nevil Pierse 

   Professor Phillipa Howden-Chapman 

 

Sponsor:  University of Otago Matched Funding Summer Scholarship 

 

 

Copper is essential for human life and is attained through diet and water consumption. 

However, emerging research suggests that even low levels may lead to a variety of disease 

states.  Copper piping is a source of contamination, which about one in three of New 

Zealand homes have.  Although water supplies are routinely tested, this mostly occurs at 

the source not at point-of-use. 

 

No studies have looked into copper exposure at point-of-use in New Zealand or found 

markers that could quickly identify those most at risk.  Therefore, the aim of this study was 

to conduct a measurement of copper exposure at point-of-use in Wellington and to model 

the association between piping materials and questionnaire-assessed housing 

characteristics on the levels of copper. 

 

Forty people who reported having copper piping and 10 who did not filled in a 

questionnaire about housing characteristics and took samples of cold-unflushed, hot, and 

cold-flushed water.  Samples were then analysed for copper and the Wilcoxon test used for 

statistical analyses. 

 

The levels of copper were significantly lower in samples where the water had been flushed 

first.  There was also significantly less copper in the cold-flushed water samples from 

houses without copper piping compared to those with. The mean level of 0.117mg/L was 

significantly below the 2mg/L World Health Organisation guideline. 

 

As no key predictors of copper levels were found through the housing characteristics 

questionnaire, in order to estimate an individuals copper exposure it would be necessary to 

test an individuals copper levels at their point-of-use. 
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AJ Sykes 
 

The Health of Our Magnificent Men in Their 

Flying Machines: A Study on Air New 

Zealand Pilot Morbidity 
 

 
Supervised by: Dr. Sarah Aldington 

   Dr. Rob Griffiths 

   Associate Professor Peter Larsen 

 

Sponsor:  Occupational and Aviation Department, 

School of Medicine, University of Otago Wellington 

 

 

There has been a long held belief that pilots are healthier than the general population.  It is 

believed that this may be due to the following reasons; regular medical check-ups, living a 

healthy lifestyle and the rigorous screening to become a pilot to start with.  However, there 

have been very few studies looking at the general medical conditions that affect a 

population and seeing how the rates of these diseases compare against a pilot population. 

 

This study looked at the rates of several common diseases including heart disease, asthma, 

diabetes, injury rates, cancer rates, kidney stones and cholesterol levels amongst Air New 

Zealand pilots who attended the Air New Zealand Medical Unit over a one year period.  

The levels of obesity, smoking and alcohol use, GP registration and use were also studied.  

These were all compared against the New Zealand population. 

 

It was found that pilots are, in general, healthier than the NZ population.  They have lower 

rates of heart disease, diabetes, asthma and obesity.  It was found that pilots have higher 

rates of cholesterol lowering medication which points to the proactive intervention of the 

Medical Unit doctors to keep their pilots healthy and in the air.  Pilots have lower rates of 

GP use which is likely to be because they visit the Medical Unit once or twice a year thereby 

largely eliminating the need for a GP.  Pilots had far higher rates of kidney stones than the 

general population.  Previous studies have found that flight attendants have higher rates of 

dehydration and this may be true for pilots as well which would increase the risk of 

developing kidney stones.  Pilots appear to have higher rates of melanoma skin cancer than 

the general population which may be due to increased sun exposure whilst on a lay-over 

between international flights. 
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Ryan Barber 
 

HOW WELL DO WE MANAGE SERIOUS 

FOOD ALLERGIES AND ACUTE ALLERGIC 

REACTIONS IN NZ CHILDREN? 
  

Supervised by: Dr. Thorsten Stanley 

 

Sponsor:  The Child Health Research Foundation – “Cure Kids” 

 

 

Peadiatric allergies are a difficult area for clincians to manage and there are many areas in 

this field that don’t have current practice guidelines. These areas are therefore subject to 

discrepancies and confusion between clinicians in terms of how they manage children with 

allergies. The aim of this study was to survey how clinicians manage children in difficult 

areas within the feilds of chronic food allergies and acute allergic reactions. An online 

survey was designed and sent out to general practitioners, paediatricians, emergency 

physicians and junior paediatric staff. The responses were analysed. The management of 

allergies was shown to differ largely between specialities and also between clinicians within 

specialities. There are areas of allergy management that defy the current guidelines, e.g. 

when a food challenge should be used. In other areas guidelines are followed, e.g. when 

steroids should be used in acute allergic reactions, yet these guidelines are not up-to-date. 

Areas that are not defined in guidelines showed varied responses from clinicians, e.g. what 

dose of adrenaline to give to an infant weighing under 10kgs. There is a desperate need for 

research into particular areas of paediatric allergy management. Guidelines need to be 

updated and evidence for treatments should be reviewed properly. Further research could 

look into why current guidelines and practices differ. 
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Jack Newberry 
 

THE TEACHING BRAIN 

An Online Neurological Education and 

Research Tool 
 

  
Supervised by: Dr. David Abernethy 

 

Sponsor:  NEUROLOGY TRUST,  

   Capital and Coast District Health Board 

 

 

Traditional teaching in neurology focuses on disorder-based learning. Students develop the 

ability to describe the expected symptoms of a given disease. Less taught is the skill of 

developing diagnoses based on a set of signs and symptoms - the process neurologists 

perform every day. 

 

Recent advances in internet standards have allowed us to create an online educational tool 

which guides the development of this skill. A wide range of technologies have been 

combined to produce a system where medical students or practicing doctors can get real-

time feedback on probable diagnoses given a set of symptoms.  

 

The tool is accessed online, so is available from any connected computer. Users select signs 

and symptoms from the database to create an input query. This query would likely be the 

clinical findings of a real or imagined patient. The user interface switches to results mode 

where the possible sites of damage are illustrated on both 3D brain models and 2D 

Magnetic Resonance Images (MRIs). The implications of damage at each possible site are 

also described. This may include other expected symptoms or symptoms which seem 

inconsistent with the diagnosis. Written information is coupled with 3D brain models and 

MRIs to improve understanding of the anatomical and functional relationships within the 

nervous system. 

 

This tool is immediately applicable to medical education in a number of contexts and also 

exemplifies methods of overcoming major technical obstacles to providing an interactive 

educational interface on the internet. 
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Maria Hutchinson 
 

SECOND-HAND EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL 

MISUSE ON CHILDREN - THE 

EVIDENCE AND POLICY INTERFACE 
 

 
Supervised by: Dr. Amanda D’Souza 

 

Sponsor:  The Alcohol Advisory Council of New Zealand 

 

 

Alcohol is the most used drug in New Zealand and can cause many harms to both the 

individual and the people around them. We aimed to find out what problems caregiver 

alcohol misuse can cause for their children. We also looked at what interventions are 

available to reduce these problems. These results were put in the context of current 

Government policies and important service guidelines relating to alcohol and children.  

 

We found that there is a gap between what is known about the harms caused by alcohol 

and what is currently being done about it. The harms to children from growing up with a 

caregiver who misuses alcohol are wide ranging and damaging, from physical abuse to 

lasting psychological problems. There are promising interventions that can lessen these 

harms, from increasing alcohol taxes to reduce overall alcohol consumption, to targeted 

home visiting programs for families at risk. Some Government policies have identified this 

problem and currently alcohol laws are being changed with public input.  

 

However, as yet there is no co-ordinated guidance in the form of policy from central 

Government to encourage child involvement in adult addiction services, and child services 

that also look at caregiver problems when necessary. In order to reduce the harm being 

caused to children from caregiver alcohol misuse, good alcohol law change, a cross-

Government approach to policy development and practice guidelines, and most 

importantly public attitude change, is needed. 
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Joe Gallagher 
 

Technology & Trainee Interns: Is Obstetrics and 

Gynaecology Going the Distance? 
 

 

 
Supervised by: Dr. Diane Kenwright 

 

Sponsor:  University of Otago Matched Summer Studentship &  

The Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of 

Otago Wellington 

 

 

Introduction: Distance education has increased rapidly over the past decade and is now a 

compulsory part of a medical student’s education. But the effect of learning at a distance is 

barely documented. This project examines what effect distance has on a medical trainee 

intern, and explores possibilities in modern technologies which might go some way to 

correcting any such disadvantages. 

 

Methods: Interviews with trainee interns in Obstetrics and Gynaecology, as well as a 

survey to Australasian Obstetrics and Gynaecology academics were completed, along with 

a comprehensive literature review. 

 

Results: Many revolutionary technologies are used in the social life of medical students, but 

not in their academic life. Students learning at a distance appreciate the professional benefit 

of learning at a distance but feel disconnected from the University and feel restricted as to 

what educational and exam-based material they receive. Students and academics agree that 

the most appropriate method would be a blended model of learning, without 

compromising the quality of face-to-face teaching. 

 

Discussion: Technology has enormous academic potential, but introducing it into the 

curriculum needs to be a careful and unhurried process. A long term strategy of any 

medical school must be to introduce modern and contemporary educational technology, 

and to have systems of support in place to sustain their effectiveness. But as part of a short 

term strategy, current technologies should be frequently updated and maintained. A 

university should not fear technology – instead, educators should embrace it to further the 

academic, social and professional boundaries of their medical school. 
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Varun Venkatesh 
 

A review and audit to improve lymph node 

retrieval in gastric carcinoma patients: a joint 

project between the departments of Pathology 

and Surgery 
 

 

 

Supervised by: Dr. Rose Miller 

Dr. Diane Kenwright 

Dr. Simon Bann 

 

Sponsor: The Departments of Pathology and Molecular Medicine & 

Surgery and Anaesthesia, University of Otago, Wellington 

 

 

In gastric cancer we can gauge the severity of cancer using three different indicators; 

tumour size and depth, metastasis (the marker of malignant cancer spreading) and lymph 

node count. This is known as the TNM staging method. Lymph nodes are removed 

(resected) from the body or samples of tissue and examined by the pathologist for the 

presence or absence of tumour. This helps to establish an accurate stage for gastric cancer. 

The project’s goal was to find out how to optimise the lymph node counts to provide more 

accurate staging and treatment for gastric cancer. 

 

A literary review of past research into lymph node retrieval was performed and an audit of 

the results of previous lymph node resections from gastric cancers. It was found in the 

literature that node numbers generally vary greatly but use of fresh samples can increase 

the node count. It was decided the best way to optimize lymph node counts was to develop 

a new protocol that involved new processes for bringing samples from surgery to 

pathology, as well as new guidelines for the pathological dissection of the specimens.  

 

The addition of this protocol will hopefully increase lymph node numbers enabling doctors 

to better diagnose the stage of cancer and thus provide more accurate treatment for the 

patient. The new protocol will be tested over the next year to see if there is any change in 

the number of resected lymph nodes. 
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Charlotte Eirlys Basher 
 

THE INTELLIGENT BRAIN 
 

 

 
Supervised by: Dr. David Abernethy 

 

Sponsor:  NEUROLOGY TRUST,  

   Capital and Coast District Health Board 

 

 

The intent of this project was to create an online tool for clinicians and medical students for 

learning about and diagnosing brain lesions. Studies found that readily available portable 

information is best for consultation and because of this final product is to be a neurology 

diagnostic web application that can run “as is” using WebGL technology. WebGL is a way 

of displaying 3D within a webpage, on any platform, or operating system, without any 

downloads or updates.  

 

The application is given signs and symptoms, and outputs associated brain regions in a 

visual and written manner. The output of the web application is a combined 2D and 3D 

brain viewer, allowing users to view the brain and its labelled regions in 2D and as a 3D 

model. This software will be a useful tool for learning the location of brain lesions and their 

clinical presentation for medical students and professionals. This software could be used in 

consultation environment, not just to diagnose but also to show the patient a 3D 

representation of the regions affected by the lesion and how this relates to their symptoms 

and MRI images. 

 

 

 

 


